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ABSTRACT: In this paper, we propose an 

effective and automatic malware detection 

method using the text semantics of network 

traffic. We consider each HTTP flow generated 

by mobile apps as a text document, which can 

be processed by natural language processing to 

extract text-level features. Later, the use of 

network traffic is used to create a useful 

malware detection model. We examine the 

traffic flow header using N-gram method from 

the natural language processing (NLP). Then, 

we propose an automatic feature selection 

algorithm based on chi-square test to identify 

meaningful features. It is used to determine 

whether there is a significant association 

between the two variables. We propose a novel 

solution to perform malware detection using 

NLP methods by treating mobile traffic as 

documents. We apply an automatic feature 

selection algorithm based on N-gram sequence 

to obtain meaningful features from the 

semantics of traffic flows. Our methods reveal 

some malware that can prevent detection of 

antiviral scanners. In addition, we design a 

detection system to drive traffic to your own-

institutional enterprise network, home network, 

and 3G / 4G mobile network. Integrating the 

system connected to the computer to find 

suspicious network behaviors. 

INTRODUCTION 

Data mining techniques have been used to 

develop sophisticated intrusion detection 

systems for the last          two decades. 

Artificial Intelligence, Machine Learning 

(ML), Pattern Recognition, Statistics, 

Information Theory are the most used data 

mining techniques for intrusion detection 

with the increase in dependability of the 

internet comes with it an important 

challenge: data availability. Data availability 

is a key requirement for a network system to 

be considered secure. The appearance of 

malicious apps is a serious threat to the 

Android platform. Most types of network 

interfaces based on the integrated functions, 

steal users' personal information, and start 

the attack operations. In this paper, we 

propose an effective and automatic malware 

detection method using the text semantics of 

network traffic. In particular, we consider 
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each HTTP flow generated by mobile apps 

as a text documen9+--------t, which can be 

processed by natural language processing to 

extract text-level features. Later, the use of 

network traffic is used to create a useful 

malware detection model. We examine the 

traffic flow header using N-gram method 

from the natural language processing (NLP). 

Then, we propose an automatic feature 

selection algorithm based on chi-square test 

to identify meaningful features. It is used to 

determine whether there is a significant 

association between the two variables. We 

propose a novel solution to perform malware 

detection using NLP methods by treating 

mobile traffic as documents. We apply an 

automatic feature selection algorithm based 

on N-gram sequence to obtain meaningful 

features from the semantics of traffic flows. 

Our methods reveal some malware that can 

prevent detection of antiviral scanners. 

 

 

 

LITERATURE SURVEY 

1. DEFENDING AGAINST FLOODING-

BASED DISTRIBUTED DENIAL-OF-

SERVICE ATTACKS 

Flooding-based distributed denial-of- service 

(DDOS) attack presents a very serious threat to 

the stability of the Internet. In a typical DDOS 

attack, many compromised hosts are amassed 

to send useless packets to jam a victim or its 

Internet connection, or both. In the last two 

years, it is discovered that DDOS attack 

methods and tools are becoming more 

sophisticated, effective, and also more difficult 

to trace to the real attackers. On the defense 

side, cur-rent technologies are still unable to 

with stand large-scale attacks. The main 

purpose of this article is therefore twofold. The 

first one is to describe various DDOS attack 

methods, and to present a systematic review 

and evaluation of the existing defense 

mechanisms. The second is to discuss a Vol-7 

Issue-6 2021 IJARIIE-ISSN(O)-2395-

439615606 www.ijariie.com 412longer-term 

solution, dubbed the Inter-net- firewall 

approach, that attempts to intercept attack 

packets in the Internet core, well before 

reaching the victim. 

2. DISTRIBUTED DENIAL OF SERVICE 

ATTACK AND DEFENSE 

This brief provides readers a complete and self-

contained resource for information about 

DDOS attacks and how to defend against them. 

It presents the latest developments in this 

increasingly crucial field along with 

background context and survey material. The 

book also supplies an overview of DDOS attack 

issues, DDOS attack detection methods, DDOS 

attack source trace back, and details on how 

hackers organize DDOS attacks. The author 

concludes with future directions of the field, 

including the impact of DDOS attacks on cloud 

computing and cloud technology. The concise 
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yet comprehensive nature of this brief makes it 

an ideal reference for researchers and 

professionals studying DDOS attacks. It is also 

a useful resource for graduate students 

interested in cyberterrorism and networking. 

3. FOUR DECADES OF DATA MINING IN 

NETWORK AND SYSTEMS 

MANAGEMENT 

How has the interdisciplinary data mining field 

been practiced in Network and Systems 

Management (NSM)? In Science and 

Technology, there is a wide use of data mining 

in areas like bioinformatics, genetics, Web, 

and, more recently, Astro informatics. 

However, the application in NSM has been 

limited and inconsiderable. In this article, we 

provide an account of how data mining has 

been applied in managing networks and 

systems for the past four decades, presumably 

since its birth. We look into the field’s 

applications in the key NSM activities—

discovery, monitoring, analysis, reporting, and 

domain knowledge acquisition. In the end, we 

discuss our perspective on the issues that are 

considered critical for the effective application 

of data mining in the modern systems which are 

characterized by heterogeneity and high 

dynamism. 

EXISTING SYSTEM 

The first phase of their approach consists of 

dividing the incoming network traffic into three 

type of protocols TCP, UDP or Other. Then 

classifying it into normal or anomaly traffic. In 

the second stage a multi-class algorithm 

classifies the anomaly detected in the first 

phase to identify the attacks class in order to 

choose the appropriate intervention. Two 

public datasets are used for experiments in this 

paper namely the UNSW-NB15 and the NSL-

KDD Several approaches have been proposed 

for detecting DDOS attack. Information theory 

and machine learning are the performances of 

network intrusion detection approaches, in 

general, rely on the distribution characteristics 

of the underlaying network traffic data used for 

assessment. The DDOS detection approaches 

in the literature are under two main categories 

unsupervised approaches and supervised 

approaches. Depending on the benchmark 

datasets used, unsupervised approaches often 

suffer from high false positive rate and 

supervised approach cannot handle large 

amount of network traffic data and their 

performances are often limited by noisy and 

irrelevant network data. Therefore, the need of 

combining both, supervised and unsupervised 

approaches arise to overcome DDOS detection 

issues. 

DISADVANTAGES: 

 The datasets above are split into train 

subsets and test subsets using a 

configuration of 60% and 40% 

respectively. The train subsets are used 

to fit the Extra-Trees ensemble 

classifiers and the test subsets are used 
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to test the entire proposed approach. 

Before fitting the classifiers the train 

subsets are normalized using the 

Minmaxmethod. 

 This section presents the details of the 

proposed approach and the 

methodology followed for detecting the 

DDOS attack. The proposed approach 

consists of five major steps: Datasets 

preprocessing, estimation of network 

traffic Entropy, online co-clustering, 

information gain ratio. 

 The aim of splitting the anomalous 

network traffic is to reduce the amount 

of data to be classified by excluding the 

normal cluster for the classification. For 

DDOS detection normal traffic records 

are irrelevant and noisy as the normal 

behaviors continue to evolve. Most of 

the time the new unseen normal traffic 

instances cause the increase of the false 

positive rate and the decrease of the 

classification accuracy. Hence, 

excluding some noisy normal instances 

of the network traffic data for 

classification is beneficial in terms of 

low false positive rates and 

classification accuracy. Assuming that 

after the network traffic clustering one 

cluster contains only normal traffic, a 

second one contains only DDOS traffic 

and a third one contains both DDOS and 

normal traffic. 

 

PROPOSED SYSTEM 

This section introduces our methodology to 

detect the DDOS attack. The five-fold steps 

application process of data mining techniques 

in network systems discussed in characterizes 

the followed methodology. The main aim of 

combining algorithms used in the proposed 

approach is to reduces noisy and irrelevant 

network traffic data before preprocessing and 

classification stages for DDOS detection while 

maintaining high performance in terms of 

accuracy, false positive rate and running time, 

and low resources usage. Our approach starts 

with estimating the entropy of the FSD features 

over a time-based sliding window. When the 

average entropy of a time window exceeds its 

lower or upper thresholds the co-clustering 

algorithm split the received network traffic into 

three clusters. Entropy estimation over time 

sliding windows allows to detect abrupt 

changes in the incoming network traffic 

distribution which are often caused by DDOS 

attacks. Incoming network traffic within the 

time windows having abnormal entropy values 

is suspected to contain DDOS traffic. The focus 

only on the suspected time windows 

allows to filter important amount of network 

traffic data, therefore only relevant data is 

selected for the remaining steps of the proposed 

approach. Also, important resources are saved 

when no abnormal entropy occurs. In order to 
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determine the normal cluster, we estimate the 

information gain ratio based on the average 

entropy of the FSD features between the 

received network traffic data during the current 

time window and each one of the obtained 

clusters. As discussed in the previous section 

during a DDOS period the generated amount of 

attack traffic is largely bigger than the normal 

traffic. Hence, estimating the information gain 

ratio based on the FSD features allows to 

identify the two cluster that preserve more 

information about the DDOS attack and the 

cluster that contains only normal traffic. 

Therefore, the cluster that produce lower 

information gain ratio is considered as normal 

and the remaining clusters are considered as 

anomalous. The information gain ratio is 

computed for each cluster as follows: 

ADVANTAGES: 

 Where subsetrepresents the received 

subset of network data during the time 

window w, Ci (i = 1, 2, 3) are the 

obtained clusters from subset and |Ci | is 

the size of the itcluster. avgH(subset) is 

the average entropy of the FSD features 

of the input subsetand subsetrepresents 

the size 

 The clustering of the incoming network 

traffic data allows to reduce important 

amount of normal and noisy data before 

the preprocessing and classification 

steps. More than 6% of a whole traffic 

dataset can be filtered. 

 

SAMPLE RESULTS 
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CONCLUSION 

Android is a new and fastest growing threat to 

malware. Currently, many research methods 

and antivirus scanners are not hazardous to the 

growing size and diversity of mobile malware. 

As a solution, we introduce a solution for 

mobile malware detection using network traffic 

flows, which assumes that each HTTP flow is a 

document and analyzes HTTP flow requests 

using NLP string analysis. The N-Gram line 

generation, feature selection algorithm, and 

SVM algorithm are used to create a useful 

malware detection model. Our evaluation 

demonstrates the efficiency of this solution, and 

our trained model greatly improves existing 

approaches and identifies malicious leaks with 

some false warnings. The harmful detection 

rate is 99.15%, but the wrong rate for harmful 

traffic is 0.45%. Using the newly discovered 

malware further verifies the performance of the 

proposed system. When used in real 

environments, the sample can detect 54.81% of 

harmful applications, which is better than other 

popular anti-virus scanners. As a result of the 

test, we show that malware models can detect 

our model, which does not prevent detecting 

other virus scanners. Obtaining basically new 

malicious models Virus Total detection reports 

are also possible. Added, Once new tablets are 

added to training samples, we will Please re-

train and refresh and update the new malware. 
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